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Introduction
The Fastbus Snoop module is a specialized logic analyzer for diagnosing problems in Fastbus systems. The variety and interaction of possible operating modes makes the Snoop difficult to use, especially when it is treated as a diagnostic device which is used occasionally when there is trouble in the system. A regular user, such as a module repair technician using the Snoop as his main bench tool, would soon master it, but the proverbial "physicist with trouble at 3 AM" would be annoyed and frustrated by the complexity and unfriendliness of a traditional human interface.
We have developed a visual human interface which uses the graphic display and interactive capabilities of a microcomputer, the App4 MacintoshTM . We chose the Macintosh because it has an outstanding reputation for being "user friendly". Its human interface design is so consistent and so powerful that users rarely need to use v&ten documentation; most of the information needed can be found by interactively exploring the screen display. The Mac is also conveniently portable and inexpensive. We hope eventually to use its built-in network capability to control multiple Snoops and coordinate them for faster diagnosis of multi-segment Fastbus problems.
Snooo Hardware
The Snoop module contains a Motorola 68000-based microcomputer rumring a Forth-79 operating system which has been enhanced to provide control of the Fastbus diagnostic capabilities. The Snoop understands the Fastbus protocol, so it can save a complete record of each Fastbus cycle in a wide, very fast memory. It can also record sequential snapshots of the bus using a realtime clock. It has fast pattern-matching circuitry which allows it to react to specified events on the Fastbus; a match can start or stop recording, or stop activity on the bus. When the recording memory is full, recording can stop or continue (overwriting the oldest information), or the Fastbus activity itself can be halted while the fast memory is copied in or&r to obtain a complete record of activity larger than the fast memory can hold. The Snoop can generate Wait on the Fastbus in response to a pattern match, a sequence of matches, or transitions on Fastbus timing lines in order to cause bus operations to proceed in a slow single-step mode. The Snoop can act as a bus master, so it can initiate specific bus activity in order to test the response of some suspect device. The Snoop also acts as a slave when addressed.
Prior to this project, human interaction with the Snoop was provided by a "dumb" terminal emulator running on an IBM personal computer. In that environment the user would interact with the Snoop by either typing Forth commands or loading Forth blocks files from the IBM disk. Control of the Snoop Fastbus tools was provided by typing the appropriate command to the Snoop via this interface. We quickly found that this method required a good recall of both the Snoop commands (with exact spelling) and the details of Snoop operation.
Control
The approach we take with the Macintosh instead is to provide a visual representation of the various capabilities of the Snoop. Related functions are grouped together so the user is aware of the range of possibilities and their interrelation. For example, to control Fastbus Wait generation, the user chooses the TRAP SETTINGS... menu item (see Figure 1 ). The current settings are retrieved from the Snoop and the Macintosh dialog box pictured in Figure 2 appears, filled in to correctly reflect those settings. The user then checks (or unchecks) the appropriate boxes to control the desired Snoop behavior. In the case of the "Trap Mode" function, the three choices are mutually exclusive and the radio button controls work accordingly. Additionally the user may specify hexadecimal numbers for use as addresses to bematchedon the Fastbus and may select the action to be taken when matches occur. When the user specifies these addresses in thii dialog, the input is filtered so that only valid numbers can be provided. After the user is satisfied with his selections, the SET button is pressed to change the Snoop parameters. Some of the Snoop functions are pulsed actions. Examples of thii are -me start-and stop-recording for the fast Silo memory, manual generation of Wait on the bus, and a full reset of the Fastbus. Menus provide a simple and convenient method of choosing these functions. Since resetting the Fastbus is a potentially disastrous action, the user is warned before the action is taken and a way out is provided (see Figure 3 ). RE Reset is a Drastic Rction! Rre you SURE you want to do this? k Fig. 3 . Alert box warning the user before a drastic action is taken. This helps prevent accidental use of functions which can cause problems.
Display
The fast Silo memory is used to record cycles on the Fastbus, and viewing the Silo is a crucial part of using the Snoop. A Snoop user merely chooses the GET NEW SILO menu item: the full contents of this memory is transfered to the Mac, and a standard Macintosh scrolling window containing the data appears (see Figure 4) . This method allows the user to view the entire contents of the Silo withoutretransmitting the datatotheMacintosh.Theusermaychoosetosaveallorpartofthis Silo snapshot to a Macintosh disk for later review. Snoop user can interactively change these registers for readout by another module. Instead of issuing direct Forth commands, the user can edit-the value of a register on the Macintosh and it will be rewritten to the Snoop (see Figure 5 ).
"Dumb" Terminal Window important since speedy execution is crucial for smoothness in our Macintosh interface. The execution time of the resulting compiled code from Mach 2 is comparable to that of code from languages such as C and Pascal. 4 We used a Macintosh Plus computer, but the code will run on any Macintosh from a Mac 512KE to a Macintosh II.
From within this Macintosh environment, we continue to provide users with a "dumb" terminal interface which enables execution of Snoop Forth commands. A powerful capability of the Snoop is the ability of users to write programs in Forth and execute them on the Snoop. The ability to write Forth programs is invaluable in module-test situations. For example it is easy to write a loop which will produce counting sequences of data and write them into the module under test: : TST-LOOP 0 BEGIN l+ DUP <reg> <addr> FWC ?TERMINAL UNTIL DROP ; "FWC" is the name of the Fmtbus Standard Routines' subroutine which performs a Write to Control space. The user can use a standard text editor on the Macintosh to edit the Forth programs. Selection of a menu command will then transfer and load these programs into the Snoop. This approach provides the user with a familiar text editing environment and eliminates the need for using the restrictive Forth blocks mechanism.
Conclusions
The development of our interface is still ongoing. Field testing of the Snoop/Macintosh package is just beginning and we expect the valuable feedback we receive to help us refine the interface further. We already find that the use of the Macintosh greatly simplifies our use of the Snoop module. While using the Snoop in this Macintosh environment, we are not forced to consider the full complexities of the Snoop module; rather we can concentrate on the debugging tasks at hand. Nevertheless, the full Forth system is still available to us whenever we choose it.
Gur experience with the Snoop/Macintosh system has convinced us that our approach is sound; the system is much easier to use with the Macintosh interface than with a command style interface. Similar results could be obtained by using a menu interface on some other computer, but the Macintosh's graphical interface is superior; we have not reached its limits yet.
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